NOTE:
1. ACCEPTABLE MANUFACTURERS
   - DUMOR
   - VICTOR STANLEY
   - CREATIVE PIPE

12" STAINLESS STEEL ALL-THREAD TO BE EMBEDDED OR EPOXIED A MINIMUM OF 6" INTO CONCRETE FOOTING (PAVERS ONLY). AFTER PLACEMENT OF STAINLESS STEEL WASHER AND NUT CUT ALL-THREAD FLUSH WITH TOP OF NUT. TACK WELD NUT IN PLACE.

2" X 2" X 1/4" STEEL ANGLE FOR ANCHORING

REF. STANDARD PAVING DETAILS FOR MATERIALS AND DEPTHS

CONCRETE FOOTING

LOW TAPERED TOP

SIDEWALL

32 GAL. PLASTIC LINER

18 GAUGE STEEL SHIELD

10" OPENING

5/8" STEEL ROUND

14 GAUGE SPUN STEEL CENTER

+/- 28'

+/- 38'

24" DIA.